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Abstract

We have developed a novel method for multiple sequence alignment based on combina-

torial selection of similar block candidates. Our method resembles manual multiple align-

ment performed by biologists. The method is more feasible for �nding functional motifs

than previous multiple alignment algorithms that are extensions of pairwise alignments.

We employed a Hop�eld neural network technique so that the method can cope with the

combinatorial explosion in examining a large number of \incomplete" block candidates.

1 Introduction

Traditional multiple sequence alignment algorithms use the strategies extending pairwise align-

ments: tree based methods [1] and randomized iterative strategies [2]. Such computational

methods sometimes miss common sequence motifs with biological signi�cance.

In contrast, manual multiple alignments often start with segments or motif candidates and

take the following steps. 1) search putative functional motifs or homologous segments, 2) �x

these segments as anchor points, and 3) align intermediate sequences. This segment-based

method often gives biologically more proper results than computational methods.

As a computational segment-based method, Vingron and Argos [3] developed a multiple

alignment program, but their method treats only exact match segments and easily misses

weakly similar segments. Gracy and Sallantin [4] developed a method considering not only exact

matches but also similar segments. These two previous proposals were based on segments shared

by all the sequences, which we call complete blocks. If incomplete blocks, i.e., segments shared

by not all the sequences, are considered, the method will produce more proper alignments but

the time complexity will also increase explosively. Thus previous methods for computational

segment-based multiple alignment utilized only complete blocks.

Here in order to consider incomplete blocks within a reasonable time, we employ a Hop�eld

neural network technique[5] to solve the combinatorial optimization problem.
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2 Algorithm

Any segment-based multiple alignment method requires a pre-processing for �nding similar

segment blocks. We use Sagot's algorithm[6] and generate about 100-1500 candidate blocks

typically. The main process selects the combinations of blocks that do not contradict each

other. We employ the Hop�eld neural network for this step. We construct an evaluation func-

tion E(�!x ) as follows:

(1) the higher homology score a block has, the more this block is feasible,

(2) blocks must not interfere with each other, and

(3) the more parallel two blocks are, the more these blocks are selected simultaneously.

E(�!x ) = �
MX
i=1

ei � xi +
max(jeij)

2

MX
i=1

MX
j=1

cij � xi � xj � �
MX
i=1

MX
j=1

fij � xi � xj

with the binary variable:

xi =

(
0; for candidate (i) not selected

1; for candidate (i) selected
(1 � i �M)

the similarity score:

ei =
1

2(N � 1)

NX
s1=1

NX
s2 6=s1
s2=1

LX
r=1

similarity(residue(i; s1; r), residue(i; s2; r))

the degree of interference:

cij =

(
0; for candidate (i) and candidate(j) not interfere

1; for candidate (i) and candidate(j) interfere
(1 � i; j �M)

and the degree of parallelism:

fij =
q
variance(segment location(i; s; 1)� segment location(j; s; 1))

where L is segment length, M is number of candidates, and N is number of sequences.

It was thus possible to develop a segment-based multiple alignment considering incomplete blocks.

An experimental system was implemented on SPARCstations. However, at the moment the pre-

processing requires a long computation time, which will be improved in the future.
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